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Mil WILLIAMS
“

thinking [conceptually]
"There has never, to my mind, been a case in history of a
technology where a potential use hasn't been
taken advantage of."

Profile

Introduction

BA Hons in Film and Literature
University of Warwick (1983)

Good thinking leads to collaboration, community, understanding and
mutual appreciation. This is what drives me to pursue an expertise in
thinking [conceptually], in a world no longer short of content nor
opinions.

University Master in Publishing
Universidad de Salamanca (2003)
MA in International Criminal
Justice (2017)
Liverpool John Moores University
Professional proofreader with
more than four years experience
(high-level executive summaries
in the technology industry)

100%

100%

English

Spanish
(castellano)

I have formal publishing training and proofreading experience, which
supports my ability to recognise structure through the power of
thought. I enjoy working with people who would like to live in a better
world, where common sense is often uncommon, and uncommon sense
is undervalued. I am driven by the desire to share with others, as well
as encourage, this focus on originality and inspired thinking.
I have been writing and creating independently for decades. I possess
in-depth knowledge of social media, networks, blogging, the web and
the Internet, and was heavily involved in their use until recently.
My LinkedIn profile can be found here. My Angel List profile can be
found here. My personal website is here.

Reference

Skills
v
Research of complex

Noel Cross, my programme leader for the MA in International Criminal
Justice 2016-2017, which I studied and researched at Liverpool John
Moores University during the academic year in question, has provided
me with the following Angel List reference:

environments – ethnography/other qualitative
approaches
Analysis of the results –
philosophy as a method (see
governmentality, M Foucault;
veteranality, ET Murray)
Discussion and reporting –
using wide-ranging strategies
Quick and accurate
writer/editor

“Mil has been a dedicated and professional student throughout his time
on the MA Criminal Justice programme, and his academic thinking is
innovative and inspiring to others. I am pleased to have got to know
him as his programme leader.”

Engaged by:

Dissertation entitled: “God 2.5: Challenging Original Sin”.

Surveillance,
technology and
people
Ethnography
and research
Writing, poetry,
philosophy and
photography
Culture, art,
creativity and
technology

Recent activity
MA in INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE, Liverpool John Moores
University
September 2016 – September 2017: awarded Merit, October 2017
On the subject of surveillance and tracking, understood in their
widest senses. Drawing on academic sources: e.g. Bentham,
Foucault, Mann, Murray, and Torrija; journalistic sources: e.g.
Macaskill & Dance; security sources: e.g. Snowden; and many
others. Auto-ethnographic research carried out in the art galleries of
FACT Liverpool, over a period of approximately three months and two
separate exhibitions. More than 50,000 words of observations and
interviews. 19,995 words of dissertation, and six appendices,
including research documentation, two associated assignments
researched during the course of the MA, two blogposts written for
FACT Liverpool, and other connected documents.
Dissertation without appendices now available at Academia.edu.

